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L'HONNETE HOMME MOLIiRE AND PHTTIBERT DE VIENNE'S 'PHILOSOPHE DE COURT' It is generally supposed that the 'Honnete homme', a term which is usually translated by 'the perfect gentleman', was a typical phenomenon of the seventeenth century in France. It is known, however, especially since the work of M. Magendie,1 that the theory of 'honnetet'e is mainly of Italian origin and owes its existence above all to Castiglione's famous II Cortegiano. It is less known that the great popularity which this work enjoyed in France in the sixteenth century caused its theories to be put into practice by the courtiers of that period and thus started the fashion of 'honnetete' almost a century before it is usually believed to have begun. This can be seen from the various satires which were publishedagainst the Cortegiano, against the courtiers and especially against Italian influence in France. For, if Italian influence on society life was strong in sixteenth-century France, it did also provoke strong criticism. The best known of these satires on Italianism are probably and Henry Estienne's Jacques Tahureau'sDialogues,2Jacques Grevin's Gelodacrye,3 Deux Dialogues du nouveau langagefranKoisitalianize.4 Several passages of Jean de la Taille's Adieux du Courtisan retire5and the anonymous M&decinCourtisan6are also of importance in this respect. All these works contain reproaches against the dilettantism, the hypocrisy and dissimulation and the general superficiality of the courtiers who adopt the new Italian fashion. In fact the criticism of the philosophy of life derived from Castiglione's Cortegianowhich we find in the anti-courtier satires reveals most definitely that 'honnetete' started in the middle of the sixteenth century. Of the anti-courtier and anti-Italian satires of the sixteenth century by far the most interesting, the most profound and yet the least known is Philibert de Vienne's Le Philosophede Court.This work was first printed at Lyons in 1547; a second edition appeared in Paris in the following year, while some time later it was translated into English and published in London.7 These are all the known editions of this curious little book. Moreover,it seems to have been completely forgotten. There is hardly a mention of either author or book in any of the bibliographicalworks of the later sixteenth century or even subsequent centuries, and this complete oblivion has remained until modern times.8 1 La Politesse mondaine et les theories de l'honnetete, en France, au XVIle siecle, de 1600 a 1660 (Paris: Alcan, 1925). 2 Les Dialogues (Paris: J. Buon, 1565). 3 L'Olimpe, ensembleles autres euvrespoetiques (Paris: R. Estienne, 1560). 4 Deux Dialogues du nouveau langage francois italianize et autrement desguize, principalement entre les courtisans de ce temps (1578). 5 La Famine, ou les Gabaonites(1573). 6 Le Medecin Courtisan ou la nouvelle et plus courte maniere de parvenir a la vraye et solide medecine. A Messere Dorbuno. (Paris: Pour Guillaume Barbe, 1559.) Text reprinted in Recueil de Poesies francoises des XVe et XVIe siicles, ed. A. de Montaiglon and J. de Rothschild (Paris, 1875), x, 96.



7 'The Philosopher of the Court, written by Philbert of Vienne in Champaigne, and Englished by George North, Gentleman. Imprinted at London by Henry Binneman for Lucas Harrison and George Byshop. Anno 1575.' 8 The only mentions of the Philosophe de Court I have been able to find are, apart from the short notes by Lacroix du Maine and Du Verdier (see below, p. 197), an article by P. Toldo, 'Le Courtisan dans la litterature franqaise et ses rapports avec l'oeuvre du Castiglione', in Archiv fiur das Studium der neueren Sprachen und Litteraturen,vols. 104-5 (1900) (see below, p. 205), and an article by A. Cartier, 'Le Proces Yvard a Geneve et le Philosophe de Court, par Philibert de Vienne', in Revue des livres anciens (1917), in, 321-32. Apart from a very short remark on the
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We know nothing about the life of the author. On the title-page of the Philosophe de Court (both editions) he is described as 'Champenois, Avocat en la Court de Parlement a Paris'. We know therefore that he was a lawyer, and that he was probably born in Champagne. Moreover, an allusion to Lyons1 makes it appear likely that Philibert de Vienne stayed at that town for sufficient time to get well acquainted with its affairs and prominent persons. The translator in the English version of the Philosophe de Court remains silent about the person of the author and simply repeats what we know already from the original, namely that he was a Paris lawyer. The only contemporary references to Philibert de Vienne which I have been able to find are two very scanty ones in the Bibliographiesof La Croix du Maine and Du Verdier.2 These add little to our knowledge. Apart from the Philosophe de Court Philibert published a translation of the 'Sermon de Jesus' by Erasmus,3a poem entitled 'Le Songe du combat entre le corps et l'esprit',4 and a book of poetry called L'Indignation de Cupido.5 The Philosophe de Court appeared first in 1547 at Lyons printed by Jean de Tournes.6 As we have seen, it was reprinted in Paris in the following year.7 general meaning of the book, Cartier only deals with the passage on Louise Labe (see below, p. 202). Following Cartier,J. Larnac, in his Louise Labe, la belle Cordiere de Lyon (Paris, 1934), repeats Philibert's allegations (p. 131). Finally, in his Maurice Sceve (Paris, 1948), V. L. Saulnier mentions Philibert and the Philosophe de Court, vol. I, pp. 322-4 and 377, vol. II, pp. 139-41 and 1 See below, p. 202. 167. See below, p. 206. 2 Les Bibliothequesfran9oises de La Croix du Maine et Du Verdier,ed. Juvigny (Paris, 1772-3). La Croix du Maine says (II, 228): 'Philebert de Vienne, Champenois, Avocat au Parlement de Paris. Il est Autheur d'un Livre intitule le Philosophe de Court,imprime a Paris par Estienne Grouleau, l'an 1548. I1 florissoit sous Francois I du nom, l'an 1547.' Thus La Croix du Maine knew only the latter of the two editions (see below, n. 7). Du Verdier's note runs as follows (v, 195): 'Philibert de Vienne, Champenois, Avocat en la Cour de Parlement a Paris, a ecrit le Philosophe de Court. Il a traduit du Latin d'Erasme Sermon de Jesus, enfant; imprime a Paris, in 16. par Galiot du Pre, 1542.' 3 Mentioned by Du Verdier (see above, n. 2); also by Brunet (v, 306): 'Le Sermon de Jesus enfant compose par Erasme prononce par un enfant a l'escolle. Translate en frangoys par l'amoureux de vertu, champenois. Avec le songe du combat entre le corps et l'esprit, en rythme fran9oyse compose par le dict amoureux de vertu.' The 1542 edition (Galliot du Pre) seems lost since Brunet quotes Du Verdier as the only source of information on its existence. A reprint by J. de Tournes (Lyons, 1543) is, however, mentioned by Brunet (v, 306), while another reprint, this time by Thibaut Payen (Lyons, 1543), is also mentioned by Brunet (Suppl. I, 457). I have been unable to consult either of these editions. In any case it is interesting to note that Philibert called himself 'l'amoureux de vertu'.



See above, n. 3. 5 La Croix du Maine (II, 340): 'P. Vienne, surnomme l'Amoureux de vertu, duquel la devise est, En Dieu me fie. I1 a ecrit en vers fran9ois un petit opuscule, intitule l'Indignation de Cupido, imprime a Paris, chez Chretien Vechel, l'an 1546.' It is interesting to note that La Croix du Maine thus makes two different authors of the one and only Philibert de Vienne, calling him a first time Philibert de Vienne (II, 228) and later P. Vienne (II, 340). That it is really the same person is borne out by the surname 'L'Amoureux de vertu'. 6 'Le Philosophe de Court, Autheur Philibert de Vienne, Champenois, Advocat en la Court de Parlement a Paris' (Lyons: Jean de Tournes, 1547). 7 'Le Philosophe de Court, Autheur Philbert de Vienne, Champenois, Avocat en la Court de Parlement a Paris. A Paris, Par Estienne Groulleau, demourant en la rue Neuve nostre Dame, a l'enseigne saint Jan Baptiste, 1548.' Both editions are extremely rare. Cartier, loc. cit. p. 229, n. 3, says that there are only four copies of the 1547 edition extant. They are: Paris, Arsenal, Jar 1909; Berne library, K. 141; Bib. James de Rothschild, Cat. no. 180; and finally a copy bound with G. Bude's Institution du Prince which is mentioned in Catalogue Tross, no. 5305, and which was sold at the Turner sale in 1878 (no. 164) to Baron Seilleres who resold it in 1890 (no. 157 of the sales catalogue). To these we must, however, add the copy of the British Museum (08407. e. 4.) which is the basis of the present study and which Cartier does not seem to have known. As for the 1548 edition Cartier says that it is as rare as the previous one. Brunet (v, 1211) mentions that it is most rare. One copy of this edition is in the British Museum (231. k. 40.). 4
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The text of the two editions, apart from some difference in spelling, is almost identical. Both editions begin with a sonnet entitled 'M. SC. au lecteur'. M. SC. stands most probably for Maurice Sceve. This would strengthen the assumption that Philibert was actually at Lyons when writing his book.1 Si la Morale est des trois la premiere Pour haultement l'Esprit instituer Ne devra donc l'homme constituer Son but en elle, et l'avoir pour lumiere? Veu que la vie a errer coustumiere Ne pourroit trop en moeurs s'esvertuer Pour a tout bien ses faitz perpetuer, Sans lequel elle est vapeur ou fumiere. Et pour bien vivre et tresheureusement Seroit assez de bien scavoir sa Court, Fust au Lettr6, Marchant, ou Artisan: Mais entre tous celuy est seurement Vray Philosophe, et tresbon Courtisan, Qui se compose au fil du temps, qui court. This sonnet is followed in the Lyons edition (1547) by a short introduction: Au lecteur Contente toy pour le present (Amy Lecteur) que nous t'ayons ouvert la porte de noz pensemens, et introduit au cabinet de noz contemplations, esperant (si tu l'as a plaisir) que nous te monstrerons incontinent, piece Apiece ce peu de petites bagues, qu'il y ha: et te croistra le plaisir de ce livre. This introduction has become an epilogue in the Paris (1548) edition. In the same edition there is another poem which completes the volume. Its title is 'Le Petit Angevin a un sien amy Parisien sur le discours du Philosophe de Court'. We do not know who the 'Petit Angevin' is.2 This poem is not contained in the Lyons edition. The text begins with a sort of preface 'Prologue a L'Amye de vertu'. This in turn is followed by an introduction in which the author explains that the philosophers of antiquity had thought that human nature was good and would lead men towards virtue, if they only followed it. We know, however, that these philosophers were wrong, for this nature, which is by the way entirely the work of God, has been corrupted. But let us for the sake of simplicity accept this definition of virtue being identical with human nature. It still remains that this nature, perfect as it may be, can be corrupted by some outside agent. Of these outside agents the most common one is bad company, bad example. Now it is obvious that most people follow the example of the majority in almost everything without thinking, and consider the actions of this majority good, so much so that, if any man were to attempt to act in a way different from the prevalent fashion, he would become ridiculous. Even the philosophers of antiquity have said that the wise man follows fashion in every 1 We may note that B. Gu6gan, in his (Euvres pogtiquesde Maurice Scgve (Paris: Garnier, 1927), definitely attributes this sonnet to Sceve by publishing it in this volume (p. 292). 2 It would of course be very tempting to identify him with Du Bellay, who was generally



known as 'Le poete angevin'. There is, however, insufficient evidence for this assumption, especially as the date of the edition is 1548, that is to say one year before Du Bellay's first publication.
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point. It is true that these philosophers have postulated this obedience to fashion only in matters of small importance, but the modern world places virtue completely in fashion: nous trouvons bon et reputons estre le seul bien, ce qu'il plait et est trouve bon au monde: et en ce plaisir des hommes nous constituons nostre vertu. La vertu done des hommes ne gist pas en cela qui est bon de soy, suyvant l'ancienne Philosophie: mais en ce qui leur semble bon, qui n'est autre chose, sinon une mode de vivre. Et pource qu'elle est diverse selon les divers pals et diverses nations, comme au temps passe y avoit diverses sectes de Philosophes, nous parlerons seulement de celle qui est la plus approuvee et desiree, et plus generale (d'autant qu'elle est mieux desguisee que les autres) que l'on dit la mode de Court. La Congnoissance de laquelle nous pouvons appeller aujourd'hui Philosophie (qui est celle dont nous voulons traiter), car ceux qui la sgavent et en usent, sont reputez sages et Philosophes.1 Here ends the introduction. With some very clever deductive reasoning the author has managed to make his preliminary point on which hinges the whole treatise, that fashion in general and courtly fashion in particular is our true philosophy, since by philosophy we mean a way of life, and not abstract speculation. The pious beginning is probably a mere safeguard, so that the book, even if the malice were understood, could never be really attacked, as the author would always be able to point out the religious and moralizing nature of the introduction. It may be noted that the conclusion returns exactly to this theme of original sin and thus the impossibility of basing philosophy on human nature. Now we come to the first chapter of the book, the definition of this new Philosophy, which is simply the fashion of Court: Ceste Philosophie morale et nouvelle peult estre ainsi definie, la congnoissance de vivre a la mode de Court.... Un homme done ne peult estre bon Courtisan, s'il no sgait ce qui plait et est trouve bon A la Court: et ne suffit pas qu'il sache baiser la main, donner l'accolade, faire bon visage, et autres telles choses.... I a bouche pour baiser, bras pour accoler, face pour monstrer, et peult bien faire tout cela. Je le voirrois toutesfois voluntiers vestu de sa vieille robe fourree de blanc, ceint par dessus, avec ses pantoufles escorchees, et son bonnet de nuict de frise, se jeter au bal avec quelques Damoyselles: comment il les mugueteroit! comment il les caresseroit! comment il raviroit leurs coeurs! I1 auroit beau ceillarder, faire le petit, et accoler (encor qu'on le laissast faire) s'il estoit repute sage et bien apris.2 The art of the courtier must thus be studied and learned and cannot be simply imitated. Only perfect knowledge of the Court can make us perfect courtiers. Having thus proved conclusively that modern philosophy is simply the science and the art of the perfect courtier, the author now defines and discusses the various aspects and parts of this new philosophy. The first of these is virtue. Indeed, the most important part of every moral philosophy must be the definition of virtue. All its teaching must aim at this ultimate definition. But in the Philosophy of Court, as distinct from all other sects, virtue is easily and quickly defined by yet another simple deduction from the original principles. Virtue is but a way of life according to the rules and customs of Court: Vertu est un vivre a la mode de Court: et est differente de celle des anciens en cela, que leur vertu (comme j'ay dit cy devant) est vivre selon Nature: la nostre est vivre selon la Court; et tout ainsi que anciennement ilz disoient, que si nous suyvions Nature, et ne feissions autre chose, sinon que nostre raison naturelle nous monstre, nous ne ferions 1 2



Pp. 26-7. We shall follow the pagination of the first edition (1547). Pp. 27-9.
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jamais mal: aussi tant que nous suyvrons la maniere de faire de Court, nous ferons tousjours bien. Car qui seroit le fol qui voudroit dire une chose mal faite, qu'auroit faite un Gentilhomme de Court bien apris? Appellons nous pas bestes et pithaux ceux qui ignorent, ou ne trouvent pas bon une vertu Courtisanne.1 The next part of our philosophy is Prudence or rather wisdom. This is a very important aspect, for without it no one can be a perfect courtier. It is necessary to be perfectly acquainted with certain fashionable arts, such as fencing, singing, playing the guitar, dancing; to have a superficial knowledge of literature, foreign languages and so on. However, a perfect gentleman must never know too much: Et pource que vertu est la mediocrite entre deux vices, quand on congnoistra les deux extremitez, facilement on trouvera le mylieu, qui est vertu. Prudence (comme nous avons j& dit) est la parfaite congnoissance des sciences susdites: ou il fault noter que je mesure ceste perfection, non pas A la rigueur, maisa la reputation de la Court.2 There follows a description of the two extremes of knowledge, rashness and what the author calls 'curiosite'. In his discussion of the former Philibert gives us some highly amusing portraits of various kinds of persons whom he accuses of this vice, but these descriptions are somewhat outside the general framework. More than once the author seems to be unable to contain his satirical vein or rather to keep it to his main object, and allows himself to attack others than perfect courtiers and gentlemen. It must be said, however, that the general satirical effect mostly gains by this procedure. As for the description of curiosity, by which Philibert means disinterested, non-utilitarian pursuit of knowledge, it is very important: Nous appellerons en nostre Philosophie Courtisane le Curieux celuy, qui se rompt la teste es artz et sciences, qui ne servent de rien a l'instruction de nostre vie selon vertu, c'est a dire selon la mode de Court. Jugeons maintenant combien il s'en fault qu'un tel homme soit prudent. On en peult voir beaucoup de telz aujourdhuy comme ceux qui marchent encor par les passees des anciens sages, et veulent attaindre ceste vertu vraye et parfaite, A comme ilz l'appellent, qui est si hault logee, et en un lieu tant difficile. Vous les verriez la Court plus mornes, plus tristes, plus melancholiques, ilz ne mengent que a leurs heures, ilz ne parlent sinon quand il leur plait, ilz ne riroient pas pour le Pape, ilz ne veulent estre subjectz A Prince, ne Seigneur, tant grand soit il, ilz trouvent mauvais tout ce que les autres font: brief ilz ne plaisent A personne. De quoy leur sert ceste grand' curiosite de se faire apeller foulz et servir de Triboulet ? Qu'ilz ayent la repu1l un Diogenes, tation des gens honnestes, civilz, courtisans? Jamais. Que ne voit on avec son baston... ? Les pages le roulleroient.... Les autres se fondent si avant en la sainte escriture, cuydans que la vertu gise 1l, que plus tost mourir que les faire changer propos. Mais a quoy pensent telles gens? ou est leur esprit? qu'est il besoing s'enquerir si avant de Dieu ?3quelle curiosite est ce de se rompre la teste en choses tant inutiles,4 qui ne servent de rien, mais plus tost nuysent a leurs autheurs ? que ne vivent ilz comme les autres ?... II suffit sgavoir de tout cela pour en parler seulement quelque peu, et deviser en compagnie. Le reste ne sert rien a nostre vertu, ains nuist, et empesche que ne puissions acquerir ceste honnestete a laquelle devons tous tendre. Et voila ce que nous avions a dire de Prudence.5 The importance of this passage is obvious. We shall have to come back to several of the issues it raises, but it is clear that it is a wholehearted condemnation of the doctrine of elegant dilettantism. 1 Pp. 31-2. 2 P. 42. 3 In the 1548 edition the author adds: 'et se faire rostir pour une sote multitude.'



4 In the 1548 edition 'inutiles' replaced by 'scandaleuses'. 5 Pp. 46-8.
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Next Philibert de Vienne deals with justice. In a lengthy and entirely serious introduction he gives a concise definition of justice with many quotations from Cicero. Then he follows the author of the Nicomachean Ethics in dividing justice into two parts, the commutative and the distributive. After that he returns to his subject, the courtier. Justice in Court Philosophy is quite different from ordinary justice. It consists simply of form and appearance. As long as any crime such as cheating, theft or even robbery is committed in a legal way or simply in such a way that the judge cannot condemn you, you are free to indulge in it and remain a perfect gentleman.l Furthermore, a distinction is to be drawn between crimes committed with force of arms and crimes committed without arms. Whilst the latter are usually to be condemned from the point of view of our philosophy, little if anything at all can be said against the former, since such crimes are usually committed for the purpose of defending our honour or because our wrath has been aroused or for some suchlike reason which provides a perfect legal cover. Having thus discussed commutative justice, the author passes on to what he calls distributive justice, which he defines as distribution of three things, wealth (to be distributed by the mighty of this world), reverence and marks of respect (to be distributed by the small fry) and finally spiritual goods (to be distributed by men of letters). Generosity, so Philibert argues, is most important from the point of view of Court Philosophy, since it is through being generous that we gain a good reputation. But in being thus liberal and giving away one's goods, certain rules are to be observed. Above all we must only be liberal towards the right people, those from whom we can get the reputation of being true Court philosophers: ... les maximes que l'on y doit garder [in bestowing favours] sont, de n'user deliberalite, sinon envers ceux qui le meritent et par le moyen desquelz nous pourrons estre reputez Philosophes de Court, et acquerir ceste reputation: bons Soudars de guerre, qui sgavent bien entretenir leur Capitaine, ceux desquelz nous avons parle cy dessus, Gentilzhommes braves, mistes, civilz, qui ont tousjours la main au bonnet, un genoil a terre, tant bien accordans, tant bien obeissans, mile caresses, mile reverences: ceux la sont dignes de liberalite de Princes, non pas un tas de je ne sgay quelz grongneurs, ausquelz, quand vous aurez baille la moytie de voz biens, encor leur semblera il que soyez bien tenuz a eux, le plus souvent ilz le refusent et font des graves. De recevoir d'eux quelque honneur ou reverence, si peu que rien: mais encor vous tenceront ilz tresbien, et vous diront, que vivez mal, et parleront a vous comme A leurs valetz. Faire bien A telles gens, est mal fait, et est une extremite de ceste vertu, qu'on appelle prodigalite.2 Another rule of generosity is to measure it by one's abilities and never to give more than one can afford. Furthermore, generosity must be combined with justice; it is wrong, although it is frequently done, to give away things which do not really belong to one.3 As for the remaining two parts of generosity, they are, as we have seen above, reverence shown to superiors and advice given by men of learning. In being reverential, the rule to be followed is again the 'juste milieu'. One should be careful not to be too sparing in bestowing bows and compliments to one's superiors, as one will otherwise be called arrogant and stupid, but one should not be too obsequious either, for else one will be thought of as a flatterer. When giving advice, men of learning and wisdom should remember that it is not for themselves, 1



See below, p. 204.



2 Pp. 60-1.



3



This maxim seems absolutely reasonable, but



as treated by Philibert it becomes yet another proof of hypocrisy. See p. 205.
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but for those who seek advice that they speak, and therefore should not say what they think, but what the consulter wants to hear. But, as in the case of wisdom, there are two extremes to justice and generosity, prodigality and avariciousness. In a lengthy passage with many quotations the author proves that avariciousness is always bad and detrimental to one's interests, since everybody hates misers. A mere suspicion of this vice is enough to give you a bad reputation, which makes any kind of success impossible. Even from the strictly material point of view its result is always a net loss. Prodigality on the other hand can hardly be termed a vice, for it will in any case result in inspiring sympathy, which is the key to all success. And as success, reputation and appearances are the important points in Court Philosophy, there is little to be said against this exaggeration of generosity. Curiously enough, Philibert illustrates this doctrine with the example of prostitution. Nobody minds, so he says, a woman giving herself to everybody, but she should not ask for money, but be satisfied with endearingherself to all her lovers: Je sgay quil y ha des putains et Courtisannes, qui en font autrement [i.e. who are not content to bestow their favours only in order to please], mais il ne fault pas estimer, que ceste divinite d'Amour se puisse loger en leurs cceurs. II n'est point mal seant a une femme de recevoir: mais il luy siet mal de demander: comme enseigne leur bon maistre Ovide. Nec dare, sed pretium posci dedignor et odi. I1 ne me fasche point (dit il) de donner, mais je suis marry quand on me demande, et cela me desgoutte. La Lais de Corinthe eut elle bonne grace de demander tant descuz a Demosthene ? Elle le desgoutta si bien, qu'il nen voulut plus ouyr parler, et ne se donna point loccasion de sen repentir. La Cordiere de Lyon est trop plus honorable, qui quelque affection de gaigner quelle



ayt, ne semble rien moins a ses serviteurs,que avaricieuse.1 Next the author deals with magnanimity, which he defines as a manly virtue. It consists mainly in loving honour and reputation and is therefore a most important point of Court Philosophy. What other stimulus is there to make men virtuous, except honour? This being established, several minor points remain to be discussed. First, Cicerohas said that love of glory can make men unjust and dangerous, but, since justice in our fashionable Philosophy of Court is not as narrowly defined as in the philosophy of the Ancients, no danger can arise from an exaggeration of magnanimity. Secondly, the same Cicero asserts that no magnanimous man should ever allow himself to become angry. This, however, is quite contrary to the well-established principles of Court Philosophy. A perfect gentleman must show anger if he receives the slightest of insults. Good, manly wrath is a virtue and is in fact a necessity for anyone wishing to call himself a gentleman. After a chapter on temperance, by which the author means modesty and tolerance, we come to that entitled 'De la bonne grace', which is the crowning chapter of the book, as it were. Philibert defines 'bonne grace' most carefully. The result of the aforementioned four virtues is civility. But, so he continues, there is a difference between civility and 'bonne grace'. All actions originating from the four cardinal virtues are civil, but they do not become everybody, nor are they fit for all occasions. 'Bonne grace', on the other hand, is the outcome of all the cardinal virtues being 1 Pp. 76-7. This last remark is very interesting, as 'La Cordierede Lyon' is Louise Labe. It must be noted that Philibert de Vienne is by no means the only one to talk of her as a prostitute.



Du Verdier (n, 630) calls her a courtesan whose main merit was to have received free of charge poets and artists. On this question see Cartier, op. cit.
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suited to the circumstances. It thus becomes plain that no man can be a philosopher if he only attempts to be wise and learned. On the contrary, it is the very pleasant quality inherent in all honest actions undertaken by courtiers that is true 'bonne grace'. This 'bonne grace' entails a certain amount of hypocrisy. Philibert discusses this point with great ingenuity. Socrates said that man should not disguise himself and should not attempt to make himself appear different from what he is. For if he desires to appear different from his true nature, it is obvious that he must be worthless. But when a courtier hides his feelings and opinions it would be quite wrong to suggest that he tries to appear different from what he is. No true courtier wishes to be or to appear anything but a courtier. His dissimulation and hypocrisy are therefore not done in order to deceive anybody, and are therefore without reproach. Their only aim is to please their fellow-men, for it is thus and thus only that he can acquire reputation and honour which form the basis of Court Philosophy. Now that our Philosophy is fully established, some minor points remain to be settled. It has been said before that the philosopher will try to please whomsoever he happens to be with. What is he to do if he is together with a number of people? How can he please some by accepting their opinions and even vices, without offending some others whose opinions and imperfections may be of a different nature? If, of course, some great person should be amongst the company, this will at once settle the difficulty, since it is obvious that the philosopher will attempt to please him and no one else. But otherwise the question can be answered quite simply. If everybody adopts the manner of Court, expresses the opinion of the Court and models himself entirely on the fashion of the Court, then there will be no discord. Furthermore, although our behaviour clearly shows our character, there are many people who through lack of knowledge of Court Philosophy are unable to judge a man by his general behaviour. It is only because of this ignorance that these people, when seeing a modest and wise Court philosopher, oozing with 'bonne grace', consider him to be a vainglorious fool. The book ends with a passage in which the author says that a good Court philosopher thinks well before acting and weighs everything so as never to commit an unwise action. He must be able to overcome his affections and emotions to such a degree that he can laugh or cry as required: Le Gentilhomme Courtisan nest point subjet a soy, sil fault rire, il rit; sil fault se contrister, il pleure; sil fault menger, il menge; sil fault jeuner, il jeune: bref il est prest A tout faire selon le plaisir des hommes, encore que son affection du tout ny soit pas.' As an example of perfect philosophic behaviour Philibert gives the Italians: Regardons l'Italie tant civile, et courtisane: lantique Romme mere nourrisse certes de nostre philosophie (combien quilz parlassent bien des autres) ha seme en tout le pais certaines contenances et manieres de faire, lesquelles on y pratique ordinairement, en sorte que ores que les uns n'ayant lesperit encore instruit, si ont ilz leurs contenances tant polies par une coustume d'ainsi faire, quilz nous semblent les plus grands Courtisans du monde. L'Italien en ses actes ne semble point precipitant, ains froidement et attrempement semble considerer toutes les circonstances, et comme taster le gue: qui est de prudence. De faire tort a autruy, tellement que le Juge y morde (comme nous avons dit parlans de justice) il ne sen trouve gueres: car il eschape tousjours: et sil est besoing d'estre magnifique, Dieu sgait sil en fait son devoir. Touchant le grand coeur et mag1 Pp. 105-6.
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nanime, y ha il gens au monde, qui le representent mieux que ceux la ? Ilz ne sestonnent, ilz ne s'esbahissent de rien: cuydez les espovanter, ilz feront bonne mine: cuydez les faire rire, ilz ne changent de chere. Au reste il n'est ja besoing de dire, comment ilz cachent, celent et repriment leurs affections, de leur patience et dissimulation. Brief ilz naissent au pais Courtisans.1 He ends up by saying: Javois bien delibere de poursuyvre ceste mastiere plus oultre, et en parler plus particulierement, mais je sens que ma plume se foulle, et me fault refreschir, mesmement en ce pais, ou je suis nouvellement venu.2 Before discussing the importance of the Philosophe de Court, we have to establish its true meaning. Irony often lends itself to doubtful interpretations. Frequently it is not even clear whether an author writes with his tongue in his cheek or whether his arguments, strange as they may seem to us, are meant seriously. We have seen that several passages in the Philosophe de Court are quite serious dissertations, as for instance the definition of justice. Moreover, many of Philibert's arguments in defence of modesty, of not being more generous than one can afford to be, and of overcoming our passions, are quite sensible in themselves. Yet, on the whole, irony is obvious and predominant. First of all several of Philibert's attacks on the Courtiers and on their 'Philosophy' are clear and open attacks, which may be understood by anybody and which cannot have been doubtful even in the sixteenth century. Thus in the chapter on Justice we find this passage: Encores diray je ce mot avant que passer oultre, que la loyaute n'est point tant requise en nostre justice envers noz semblables ou inferieurs, comme en celle des anciens, qui en font son fondement: car il suffit tenir sa parole en tant que le juge nous y peult contraindre: hors le danger de proces, ce n'est que braverie de bien promettre, tellement que on dit en communs proverbes: Promesse de Gentilhomme, Eaubeniste de Court.3 Almost the same loyalty as the one we find described in the Provinciales! Yet Pascal certainly did not intend to glorify the Jesuits. Neither does Philibert de Vienne intend to glorify courtiers and perfect gentlemen. Furthermore, in this same chapter on Justice, we find various remarks about stealing, cheating and other crimes being permissible as long as they are within the law: ... quand aux contractz et trafiques des uns avec les autres, on tient bien la maxime qu'il ne fault faire tort a personne: mais il s'entend si le tort n'est couvert et cache de quelque petite verisimilitude de raison (car nous n'avons pas acoustume regarder les choses de si pres) comme, celuy est injuste qui prend ou retient le bien d'autruy: mais il est permis desavantager son homme tant en contractant, en faisant quelque marche, que Ion peult, et est une chose fort louable.... L'homme seroit il pas bien de son pais, c'est-a-dire nyais, simple et beste, qui ayant l'occasion de tromper honnestement son compagnon, ne le trompe pas? cela ne sentiroit pas son Philosophe, ne sa Court. Generalement, et cest un grand point de ceste vertu, il est permis tromper, brouiller, chiquaner, faire du pis que on peult, moyennant que le Juge n'y puisse mordre.4 No author would at any time have written this seriously. Yet Philibert is not content with making here and there an ironical remark, he repeats, insists, and constantly refers back to his main ironical passages. Thus a perfectly reasonable 1 Pp. 107-8. 2 P. 108. 3



Pp. 57-8. Cf. J. Tahureau, Les Dialogues, op. cit. p. 214: '...alors pour ne me monstrer point incivil je les remercie de leur bon vouloir,



les arrousant de mon coste d'eau beniste de cour d'aussi bonne grace et autant honnestement pour le moins comme ils m'en avoient asperge du leur.' 4 P. 55.
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statement about generosity, in fact a commonplace principle, that one should not be generous with other people's belongings, becomes biting satire under Philibert's pen: Une tierce maxime est, de conjoindre liberalite avec justice: car il n'est bon, ne decent, faire ses presens du bien d'autruy: c'est ce qu'on dit, du cuyr d'autruy large courroye. En quoy nous devons considerer ce que nous avons dit parlans de justice que detenir le bien d'autruy n'est que galantise, moyennant que ceste detention soit couverte de quelque verisimilitude de raison: car (comme nous avons dit tant de fois) le dessus, les semblances, les apparences sont le principal de nostre Philosophie: et quelz nous semblons, telz sommes nous jugez icy.l Another significant passage is found in the chapter on prodigality. After saying that prodigality can hardly be termed a vice, since even when at first detrimental to our state of finance, it will yet give us such a good reputation that we will subsequently find success easy, so that it is really nothing but a clever calculation, he goes on: nous, qui ne nous arrestons pas beaucoup aux choses latentes et cachees, ains regardons la superficie, et la semblance exterieure des actes, voyans de telle magnificence se monstrer un vouloir le plus liberal du monde, et ne nous amusans point a tresvoir l'utilite ou necessite, qui est trop cachee et couverte1! dessoubs: que sgaurions nous juger de telles gens, sinon tout bien et tout honneur.2 This should be contrasted with what Philibert says about virtue and about the importance of intention in his Introduction, that is to say before he begins to be ironical: Il ne fault juger des ceuvres selon ce qu'elles semblent de soy: mais selon la cause et l'intention de celuy qui les fait: Car (comme dit Aristote) la vertu et le vice consistent en la volunte, et non es ceuvres: Et devons estre plus curieux de nous garder que la semblance du bien ne nous degoive, que le mal apparent: Car un mal desguise est double mal, et nest ral si dangereux qu'un bien feint, et simule, qu'on appelle hypocrisie.3 No clearer evidence as to the author's true intention can be found than the comparison between this passage and those later on where he declares that appearance and make-believe are the real foundations of Court Philosophy. There is therefore not the slightest doubt about the true meaning of the Philosophe de Court. It is a very sharp and very clever satire against courtiers and against the cult of the perfect gentleman. It is thus very surprising that the Philosophe de Court should have been described as a serious work on the perfect courtier. Yet this is the interpretation given to Philibert's satire by P. Toldo in his article 'Le Courtisan dans la litterature frangaise et ses rapports avec l'oeuvre du Castiglione'.4 According to this critic the Philosophe de Court is an imitation of the Cortegiano and a perfectly serious treatise on the accomplishments necessary to every courtier and gentleman. But Toldo does not in the least prove this contention. In fact he does not even attempt to prove it. The idea that this work might be ironical never seems to have struck him. He quotes the prefatory sonnet5 saying that it shows Philibert's intention: Philibert de Vienne... se demande quelles sont les qualites morales dont un courtisan ne saurait se passer. Dans un sonnet qu'il met en tete de son ouvrage... il declare que 1 P. 62. 2 Pp. 71-2. 3 P. 20.



4



Loc. cit. 5 See above, p. 198.
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But we have seen that this sonnet is not by Philibert at all, being signed 'M. SC.' which probably stands for Maurice Sceve, but which in any case cannot mean Philibert de Vienne. Toldo then gives a very brief and insufficient analysis of the book and sums up: Enfin, ce que l'auteur recommande a son courtisan, c'est une certaine facilite de caractere, qui lui permette de suivre le penchant de son prince et de ne pas choquer les moeurs et les coutumes du pays ot il se trouve, mais cette complaisance doit se borner 'aux choses externes et indiff6rentes', car il faut que le courtisan de Philibert de Vienne soit doue des vertus les plus solides. First of all we have to note that Toldo's quotation about 'choses externes et indiff6rentes' to which the courtier must limit his obedience to fashion is entirely wrong. In fact Philibert says precisely the contrary. The words Toldo quotes are simply torn out of their context. The passage in question is in the introduction. Philibert says that all the great philosophers of antiquity, those who based virtue on nature, recommended that men should follow the fashion of whatever country they lived in, but this submission to fashion should be limited to 'choses externes et indiff6rentes'. In modern philosophy, however, where virtue is no longer founded on nature but on fashion, it is obvious that this submission is in no way limited.1 As for Toldo's statement that Philibert's courtier must possess the most solid virtues, there is not a single line in the Philosophe de Court which supports it. The only argument in favour of Toldo's interpretation could be the existence of the prefatory sonnet, in spite of the fact that it is definitely not by Philibert himself.2 But then Philibert, in the 'Prologue a l'Amye de Vertu' clearly states his real intention: Donques congnoissant vostre tant bonne affection, et A fin de vous mettre hors de ceste prison et tenebres miserables d'ignorance, je vous ay escrit ce petit livret, assez rude et impolit toutesfois, comme d'un homme allant par pais: par lequel vous verrez en brief ce qui m'ha tousjours semble de la Philosophie, en laquelle posoient les anciens le Bien souverain: puis comme en ce temps elle est desguisee et fondee sur les opinions des



hommes, non sur Nature: apres cela vous trouverez assez amplement (et non pas tant encore que jeusse bien voulu) ce que je sens de ceste nouvelle Philosophie, qui est la mode de vivre de ce temps: en escrivant laquelle je n'ay peu que jen'aye fait le Democrite3 et use de faceties.4 1 Here is the text of the passage: '...les anciens nous ont dit qu'il fault tousjours vivre a la mode du pais: cela toutesfois se doit entendre quant aux choses externes et indifferentes. Car ilz n'ont pas voulu dire, que si au pais ou nous sommes il se fait de coustume quelque chose contre vertu et raison, nous le facions aussi.... - Estans donques et conversans avec le monde, et voulans faire comme les autres, facilement nous nous accoustumons a mal faire. Car si tost que ces petites estincelles de vertu sont ainsi esteintes, et que nous nous abandonnons a suyvre la mode de Court, nous devenons incontinent grans maistres, tant sommes dociles a apprendre le mal.' (Pp. 24-6.) 2 V. L. Saulnier (loc. cit.) does not seem to realize either that the Philosophe de Court is



ironical. As for Maurice Sceve's prefatory sonnet, it is no doubt serious. It is altogether difficult to see how Sceve came to write this sonnet for Philibert. It seems probable that he had not actually read the book, for otherwise would he have written a prefatory poem for a work in which Louise Labe is described as a prostitute? 8 Democritus was a much used symbol of general satire on society in the Renaissance, probably partly through the influence of Fregoso's The Laughter of Democritus. Cf the prefatory Dizain by Salel of Pantagruel: 'Qu'il m'est advis que voy un Democrite / Riant les faictz de nostre vie humaine.' Also Tahureau's Dialogues where the mocker of society is called Le Democritic. 4 Pp. 11-12.
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This leaves no doubt whatever as to Philibert's intentions in writing the Philosophe de Court.l Furthermore the poem by Le Petit Angevin2 which is printed at the end of the 1548 edition states quite clearly the comic and therefore satirical character of the work. Je ne vous veux faire le conte De tout ce qu'y dit et raconte Nostre bien mesle Champenois Pour ce que je sgay et cognois Telle maniere de redite Estre une faulte non petite. Seulement vous avertiray Et d'un seul mot ne mentiray Que vous y trouverez a rire Trop plus que ne pourrois rescrire.



But quite apart from this evidence, the irony of the work itself is absolutely clear. The sources of the Philosophe de Courtare manifold. There was at that period a general discontent with courtiers. People who live with the prince, who are more or less idle and whose sole aim is to gain the favour of the prince, have always aroused popular anger. But there is good evidence that at this time there was a paroxysm of fury. There is hardly a volume of poetry published which does not contain poems against 'flatteurs de Court'.3 It is therefore not surprising to find a work entirely devoted to the purpose of attacking these seemingly most unpopular persons. But the Philosophe de Court is much more than a slight attack on flatterers and courtiers, as are after all, in spite of their apparent vehemence, the above-mentioned poems. Philibert's satire is far more fundamental. It is noteworthy in this respect that he says hardly anything about flattery, which is the main reproach of all the other anti-courtier writers. What he satirizes is not the traditional image of the servile and obsequious courtier, but the philosophy of the perfect gentleman with its inherent hypocrisy and dilettantism, in short the doctrine of the Cortegiano. Castiglione's work was very popular in France at the time, as can be judged from the large number of translations which were published.4 It moreover influenced in various degrees many French authors in the sixteenth century.5 There are traces 1 We may note here that Cartier (op. cit. pp. 329-30) describes the Philosophe de Court by saying: 'sous une forme ironique...l'auteur fait l'61oge des qualites, c'est-a-dire des vices indispensables pour reussir a la cour'. 2 See above, p. 198. 3 See amongst others: R. de Collerye, (Euvres (1536), ed. d'Hericault (Paris: Jannet, 1855), p. 169, 'Ballade contre les flatteurs de Court'. G. de la Perriere, Le Theadtredes bons engins (Lyons: M. Bonhomme, 1536), XLV, 'Flateurs sont dangereulx'; LIII, 'Contre flateurs par parolles decepvans'; LXXIII, 'Contre flateurs traistres et meschans'. (Although the titles do not indicate it, these three poems are directed against courtiers, as the flatterers are in each case termed 'flateurs de court'.) E. de Beaulieu, Les divers rapportz (Lyons: P. de Sainte Lucie, 1537), 'Le deuxiesme



Rondeau de ceulx qui suyvent la Court'; 'Le troisiesme Rondeau des serviteurs, flateurs, rapporteurs et leurs favorisans'; 'Huictain du train de la court.' B. Aneau, Imagination poetique (Lyons: M. Bonhomme, 1552), p. 95, 'Les Loups garoux'. 4 There were at least five French editions of the Cortegianobefore 1547: Le Courtisan nouvellement traduit de langue italique enfrancois, par Jacques Colin d'Auxerre (Paris: J. Longis et V. Sertenas, n.d.). Reprints: Lyons: Le Long et de Harsy, n.d. (1537); Lyons: F. Juste, 1538 (rev. by E. Dolet and Mellin de St Gelais); Paris: 1540; Paris: N. du Chemin, 1545. 5 Not to speak of its influence on the Salon literature of the seventeenth century. On this subject see M. Magendie, op. cit.
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of its influence in Gargantua.1 The famous 'Querelle des Amyes' seems largely inspired by it. In any case Charles Fontaine's Contr'Amyede Court as well as Heroet's Parfaicte Amye are partly imitated from Castiglione'swork.2 Later in the century one finds traces of its influence in Montaigne.3 It is highly probable that the Philosophe de Courtwas meant as a satire against the Cortegiano. First of all we have seen that what Philibert attacks is mainly the ideal of polite society life, such as is expressed by Castiglione. Moreover, several passages of the Philosophede Courtcan only have been written by someone having read the Cortegiano,and therefore show Philibert's aim. It must, however, be emphasized that the Philosophede Courtis neither a simple parody on the Cortegiano nor even less an imitation of it.4 Most of Philibert's detailed attacks seem to be the result of observation. But if we can find no trace of imitation in detail, the general lines of the book are somewhat modelled on the Cortegiano. In describing the general principles of the art of the courtier Philibert clearly has Castiglione's work in mind. Thus dissimulation is the main feature of his courtier. Dissimulation is also the main feature of Castiglione's Cortegiano.5 In his analysis of the Cortegiano M. Magendie says:



...ce courtisaneveille l'idee d'un acteur, dont l'habilete sait nous faire oublier que son jeu, admirablede verite et de naturel, a ete patiemmentet lentement regle jusque dans les details, ou nous croyons saisir les elans de la spontaneite.'6



It is of course not impossible that Philibert's attack on the artificiality and dissimulation of the courtier was simply the result of observation, but his insistence on that point makes it rather probable that he had in fact Castiglione in mind when writing these passages. We have seen that Philibert regards 'bonne grace' as the courtier's crowning



accomplishment. Again we must note that Castiglione too insists on 'bona gratia' as a necessary condiment to all actions: 1 See J. Plattard, 'L'Education de Gargantua', in (Euvres de Rabelais, Edition critique (A. Lefranc) (Paris: Champion, 1913), vol. I, pp. xcvi-xcvii. 2 For Fontaine and the Contr'Amye de Court see L. R. Hawkins, Maistre Charles Fontaine, Parisien, Harvard Studies in Romance Languages, vol. II, 1916, pp. 78 if. For Heroet and the Parfaicte Amye see F. Gohin, (Euvrespoetiques d'Heroet (Paris, 1909), Introduction, pp. xx ff. 3 See P. Villey, Les Sources et l'evolution des Essais de Montaigne (1908), vol. I, pp. 95-6. In his list of imitations of the Cortegiano,Toldo (loc. cit.) mentions none of these works. Of sixteenth-century writings influenced by Castiglione he only mentions, apart from the Philosophe de Court, Gabriel Chappuis's Misaule and Claude Discours de la Court. Chappuis's 4 Toldo (loc. cit.) quotes a list of passages imitated, according to him, from the Cortegiano, but they all seem very doubtful. Thus Philibert ridicules affected dandies, enumerates the fashion-



able accomplishments of the courtier, and speaks in favour of duelling, and since similar passages are contained in the Cortegiano Toldo believes that Philibert imitated them. But all these passages might perfectly well be simply the result of observation. Many authors, apart from Castiglione, mocked at dandies, and as for recommending duels (and Philibert does it ironically, saying 'pour un desmentir peult on justement tuer un homme') there was surely no need for any sources at all. Furthermore, Philibert never uses the same expressions, comparisons, metaphors as Castiglione, and in order to prove actual imitation in such commonplace themes such must be shown. similarity 5 Here is a significant passage (Cortegiano, i, 25): 'Per5 si po dir quella esser vera arte, che non appare esser arte; ne piu il altro si ha da poner studio, che nel nasconderla: perche se e scoperta, leva tutto il credito, e fa 1' omo poco estimato.' 6 Op. cit. vol. i, p. 312.
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E questo mi par che mettiate per un condimento d' ogni cosa, senza il quale tutte l'altre proprieta, e buone condizioni siano di poco valore.1 Here the imitation is certain. Observation could hardly have been the origin of Philibert's satire on this point. Apart from Castiglione, Philibert's main source is Lucian. This is mainly apparent from the special form of irony he uses, the satirical praise. The Philosophe de Court is in fact a satirical eulogy, a genre frequently found in Renaissance literature. It was Lucian from whom the Humanists had learned this particular genre. This is obvious since most of the satirical eulogies of the Renaissance are more or less close imitations of works by Lucian. Lucian's satirical eulogies can be divided into three distinct categories, each of which has a separate technique and represents different satirical aims. First, there is the praise of gout, Tragopodagra, which is a satirical praise of an unpleasant disease, and at the same time, being in the form of a tragedy, with characters and chorus, a parody on classical tragedy. Then there is the praise of the fly, Muscae Encomium, which is again a parody, this time on the panegyric, a literary genre much honoured by the Sophists in the second century A.D., and burlesque through being eulogistic on so small and insignificant an animal as the fly. Finally, and most important of all, there is the panegyric of the parasite, De Parasitu, in which Lucian proves conclusively and absolutely that the art of the parasite is the greatest, the most difficult, the finest and the most useful to society. All these three types of satirical eulogy were imitated in the time of the Renaissance during this astonishing vogue of Lucian, which accounts to a great extent for the enormous blossoming of satire in various previously unknown forms.2 Thus we find several ironical praises of diseases. B. Pirckheymer, one of the main German translators of Lucian, published in 1529 his Podagrae Laus, Eramus wrote the Podagrae et Calculi ex comparatione utriusque encomium, Berni the Capitolo della 1 Cortegiano, I, 25. It is most interesting to note that Tahureau also mocks at this passage of the Cortegiano. Having described the affected manners of the young courtier he adds: 'Neantmoins tout cela ne vaudroit rien si le branslement de teste italianiz6 ne servoit de sauce pour lui donner du goust.' (Les Dialogues, op. cit. p. 18.) In the CortegianoCastiglione mentions the habit of nodding while speaking as peculiar to the French. This obviously aroused Tahureau's wrath, and he thus returns the compliment. 2 On Lucian's influence on the literature of the Renaissance see: R. F6rster, 'Lucian in der Renaissance', Archiv fur Litteraturgeschichte,xix (1886). J. Rentsch, Lucianstudien (Plauen, 1895). A. Hauffen, 'Zur Literatur der ironischen Enkomien', Vierteljahresschrift fur Literaturgeschichte,vI (1893). G. Niemann, Die Dialogliteratur der Reformationszeitnach ihrerEntstehungund Entwicklung, Probefahrten (v) (Leipzig, 1905). P. Schulze, Lucian in der Literaturund Kunst der Renaissance (Dessau, 1906). O. Gewerstock, Lucian und Hutten: Zur Geschichtedes Dialogs im 16. Jahrhundert (Berlin, 1924). M.L.R. XLVI



M. Heep, 'Die Colloquia Familaria des Erasmus und Lucian', Hermaea, xvIII (Halle, 1927). L. Schenk, Lukian und die franzosische Literatur im Zeitalter der Aufkldrung (Munich, 1931). N. Caccia, Note su la fortuna di Luciano nel rinascimento(Milan, 1915); Luciano nel quattrocento in Italia (Florence, 1907). R. Altrocchi, 'The Calumny of Apelles in the literature of the Quattrocento', Publications of the Modern Language Association of America (1921), xxxvI, 454-91. J. Plattard, L'(Euvre de Rabelais (Paris: Champion, 1910), pp. 204-14. C. R. Thompson, The translations of Lucian by Erasmus and St Thomas More (Ithaca, 1940). (A thesis by the same author on Lucian and Lucianism in the English Renaissance (University of Princeton, 1938) has unfortunately not been published.) C. A. Mayer, 'The Lucianism of Des Periers' Bibliothequed'Humanisme et Renaissance, xrI 1950, pp. 190-207. Also my thesis, Satire in French literaturefrom 1525 to 1560 with particular reference to the sources and the technique (deposited in the library of the University of London), pp. 302-450. 14
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peste and Du Bellay the Hymne de la surditee. The Muscae Encomium was imitated by a Swiss humanist and translator of Lucian,2who published in 1534 a Ciconiae Encomium and also by Etienne Forcadel who wrote an Encomie du Corbeau,3 Ronsard whose Bocage includes three ironical animal eulogies, 'La Grenouille', 'Le Freslon' and 'Le Fourmi', and finally Remy Belleau who wrote Le Papillon. The De Parasitu, the most important of Lucian's satirical eulogies, was again imitated by Erasmus in his Colloquy Pseudochei et Philetymi, in which he proves that the profession of a crook is the greatest and finest art in the world.4 Another imitation of this work is contained in Rabelais's 'Tiers Livre', chapter III, where Panurge attempts to prove that borrowingis a virtue and is most useful to society. There is no doubt whatever that the Philosophede Courttakes its place amongst these satirical eulogies. Like its prototypes it consists of praise of what the author considers a vice with a view to satirizing this vice. Moreover,it can be shown that the Philosophede Courtis an imitation of Lucian's De Parasitu with regard to the subject matter. First of all it is certain that Philibert de Vienne knew Lucian. Several passages of the Philosophe de Court are in fact minor imitations from the works of the Greek satirist. Thus the story of Menippus watching Socrates arriving in Hades5 is a reminiscence of Lucian's Mortuorum Dialogi,6 and the mention of a bearded philosopher of whom it was said that when his beard is shaved off his whole wisdom will have gone7 comes from the same work of Lucian.8 The De Parasitu is, as I have said above, an ironical praise of the profession of parasite. Now the characteristics of the parasite, flattery, serving in the most abjectly slavish manner some rich and powerful person, living on one's wits, love of slander and intrigue, all these are also and in exactly the same way the essential features of the courtier. We have mentioned the great popular anger against courtiers at that time. It is therefore not surprisingthat an attack against parasites should thus have been turned into an attack against courtiers. As it is, the main argument of the Philosophe de Court, that the art of the courtier is the greatest of all arts and is even more truly worthy of the name of philosophy than the doctrines of the ancient philosophers, this argument is very similar to that of the De Parasitu, which is simply that the profession of the parasite is an art by definition, that it is greater than all other arts, that only the parasite and not the stoic nor the epicurean can know true happiness, and that this art is much higher than philosophy. Thus the Philosophe de Court can be called in every respect a Lucianic composition, being one more work in the long chain of imitations of Lucian which characterize the satirical literature of the Renaissance. The cleverness of Philibert's attack, his excellent satirical method, as well as the obvious importance of the subject make the absolute oblivion into which the Philosophe de Courtseems to have fallen appear very strange. It would seem that this work deserves a place among the great satires of the period. Apart from its literary value the Philosophe de Court is most interesting as a 1 For a complete list of the imitations of the Tragopodagra in Germany see Gewerstock, op. 2 C. Heldelinus. cit. p. 39. 3 Les Poesies (Lyons: J. de Tournes, 1551). 4 Erasmus's greatest satiric work, the Moriae Encomium, is also entirely in the style of these Lucianic satirical eulogies. That it owes its very



existence to Erasmus's study of Lucian is certain beyond doubt. See on this point Thompson, op.5 cit. pp. 1 and 44. Le Philosophe de Court, op. cit. p. 40. 6 Dialogue xxI. 7 Le Philosophe de Court,



8 Dialogue x.



op. cit. p. 30.
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social document. Philibert de Vienne has succeeded, I feel, in describing most vividly not only the courtier of his day, but also the conception of the 'honnete homme', such as we find it in the seventeenth century. His perfect courtier is almost in every point the same being as the 'honnete homme'. His most necessary quality is to be as remote as possible from any suspicion of being a pedant. We have seen in the chapter on wisdom that no man who studies any science or even religion for its own sake can ever become a gentleman. His whole pursuit of knowledge must have a social aim. He must know just so much of everything as to be able to talk of it in society. He must be proficient in: les artz et les sciences par lesquelles nous devenons vrays Courtisans, comme la Musique, le jeu de Luth, de Guytare, de Harpe, de Psalterion, d'Espinette, de Viole, de Lyre, de Fleustes, et de plusieurs autres doux instrumens, l'art de dancer toutes dances, les bransles doubles, simples, coupez, de Bourgongne, de Poitou, de Champaigne, et infiniz anomaux, la basse dance avecq ses appartenances (combien qu'elle se passe fort) l'alemande, la volte, le tourdion, le branleguet, le bal, la gaillarde, ou les cinq pas, et autres, l'art de composer quelque Dizain, Rondeau, Ballade, Elegie, Chanson, Cantique, ou Lamentation amoureuse en Ryme tierce, ou vers Alexandrins fort piteux et dignes de quelque Tragedie, comme d'un serviteur mal recompense de sa maistresse; la science de quelques lieux communs des artz liberaux meslez et fricassez ensemble, dont on puisse s'ayder en tous propoz, A fin d'avoir matiere pour rencontrer et diviser de toutes choses et non plus, force hystoires pour les conter et pour plus asseurement entrelasser quelque menterie aucunesfois. La congnoissance de langues diverses, comme d'Espaigne, d'Italien, d'Alemand, et d'autres, afin que l'on puisse en toutes ces langues 1h saluer, exclamer, s'indigner, s'esjouyr, et s'esbahir, l'art d'escrimer et voltiger, de jouer a la paulme, a la balle, et A autres jeus d'exercice; quelque peu de congnoissance des estatz, comme du fait de guerre, de pratique, de marchandise et comment on y peult honnestement desrober et faire son proufit; et autres petites sciences et trafiques, qui courent par le monde esquelles chacun s'efforce d'estre excellent pour l'honnestet6 qui en sort: au contraire les ignorans d'icelles sont bestes, pecores, rustiques et veaux.1



This list comprises all the accomplishments of the Marquis de Mascarille. He too can dance, he can make an impromptu poem, attempting even to write a complete Roman history in 'Madrigaux', he can compose music and, although we cannot say whether he knew foreign languages, he knows enough about war to tell of his exploits in the last campaign (his companionJodelet is obviously less experienced in this field of knowledge), in short Mascarilleis the perfect courtier and gentleman. Such expressions as 'quelques lieux communs... meslez et fricassez ensembleforce hystoires...pour plus asseurement entrelasser quelque menterie' do most definitely convey the deep hatred which Philibert must have felt against the courtiers and against the theories of Castiglione. Again one must note how he imputes base utilitarian motives: if the courtier must know something about commerce, it is only in order to be able to steal' decently'; knowledge of foreign languages ought only to be sufficient for exclamations, swearing and most insignificant small-talk, in short things are to be learned only if they are a 'social asset'. The perfect courtier, as his successor the 'honnete homme', is therefore a perfect dilettante whose only aim in life is social success, who is interested only in things which will allow him to shine in a drawing-room. Philibert's condemnation of fashionable dilettantism is borne out by the portrait of the 'curieux'.2



It is useless



working hard to learn a science or an art, useless studying ancient philosophies, useless trying to find true virtue, useless thinking about religion ('qu'est-il besoing 1 Pp. 41-2.



2 See above, p. 200.



14-2
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s'enquerir si avant de Dieu? '), in fact the courtier's sole aim should be to follow fashion and to possess some of the social accomplishments which we have seen above.1



Moreover, the perfect courtier and the perfect gentleman must be servile. They should have no fixed opinions on anything and if they have any they must hide them and always be exactly of the opinion of the person to whom they happen to be speaking. But it is not only his opinions that the gentleman has to sacrifice, he should have no pride and bow to everybody. Only gentlemen who have continually one hand on their cap and one knee on the ground and who are obedient in every way deserve the prince's favour.2 But above all he must be supple in every way, physically as well as mentally, and he must be capable of dissimulation.3 In other words, he must be a perfect hypocrite. The reasons with which Philibert proves all this are interesting because, in spite of the obvious irony, they are more or less the same reasons which are usually given in defence of the 'honnete homme' of the following century. Men being of different complexions, everyone must be able to adapt himself to his entourage, and that to the point of hiding his true feelings and of dissimulating his opinions, if there is to be any chance of men getting on together. Philibert refutes this by an ad absurdum argument. Even if our opinions are good and those of our companions wicked, we must still accept theirs. Anyway there is no such thing as virtue in itself, or truth. Virtue is but the fashion of Court, truth but appearance in the eyes of the Court. The identity of the fashion criticized by Philibert and that of 'honnetete' in the seventeenth century is further borne out by a comparisonof the Philosophede Court with the main works on the subject of 'honnetete' around 1630.4 A preliminary remark is necessary. In the seventeenth century 'honnetete' was not the sole property of the courtier. Indeed, the salons, as is well known, originated from a movement of opposition to the Court, Mme de Rambouillet being of the opinion that a decent lady could not live at Court. Nevertheless, most books on the 'honnete homme' were in fact nothing but manuals for the courtier.5 This is probably due to the fact that all these works were largely adaptations of the Cortegiano,and for Castiglione the perfect gentleman could only be a 1 This religious passage raises some interesting points. Such sentences as: 'est-il besoing... se faire rostir pour une sote multitude? quelle curiosite est ce de se rompre la teste en choses tant scandaleuses, qui ne servent de rien, mais plustost nuysent a leurs autheurs? que ne vivent ilz comme les autres' would suggest that Philibert favoured Protestants, for they were the ones who took religion most seriously and who let themselves be burned for its sake. It is, however, noteworthy that this feeling of mockery for people who take religion so seriously as to let themselves be burned for it was also expressed by Dolet (Epistre a Guillaume Sceve, see R. Copley Christie, Etienne Dolet (London, 1899), pp. 204-7) and by Tahureau (Les Dialogues, op. cit. pp. 243-4). The most probable meaning of the passage is to stress the perfect lukewarmness of the courtier who cannot work up any passion even on a question like religion, for the sake of which other people readily accept martyrdom.



2



See above, p. 201. See above, p. 203. Another passage is worth mentioning in this connexion. It comes from the chapter on 'bonne grace': 'Et combien que souvent es dissimulations on trouve un mauvais vouloir, comme de ceux qui soubz leur beau visage cachent une inimitie: pour cela ne laissent ilz pas estre gens de bien et vertueux, moyennant que le mauvais vouloir n'apparoisse point trop: car il suffit envers nous, que la mine soit bonne soubz laquelle celuy qui le plus subtilement trompe son est le plus sage.' (Pp. 97-8.) compaignon 4 On the various theories of 'honnetete' in the seventeenth century as well as on the treatises, novels, etc., dealing with this subject see M. op. cit. Magendie, 5 The most successful and most interesting of these treatises, Faret's L'Honnete homme,has the sub-title 'ou l'art de plaire a la Cour'. 3
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courtier. The difference, and to a certain extent the antagonism, between Salons and Court put a certain strain on the French imitators of Castiglione. Some, like De Refuge,1 ask themselves whether a really honest man can live at Court at all. As a result most of the recommendations contained in these works are of a very practical and utilitarian nature, and therefore closely resemble the ironical precepts of Philibert. Thus dilettantism, one of Philibert's main criticisms, is recommended by Faret. In his L'Honnete homme he says: C'est assez qu'il ait une mediocre teinture des plus agreables questions qui s'agitent quelquefois dans les honnetes compagnies. Je l'aime mieux passablement imbu de plusieurs sciences, que solidement profond en une seule, car qui ne peut parler que d'une chose est oblige de se taire trop souvent.2 And Pasquier, in his Le Gentilhomme,3 recommends moderation. The courtier, he says, 'se jettera dans la mediocrite '.4 De Refuge says that the courtier must control himself: pour ce que cette moderation nous donnera loisir d'epier le lieu, le temps, les occasions et les autres avantages necessaires pour venir a bout de notre dessein. I1 sera en nous de feindre, ployer et diff6rer a notre aise, selon le besoin, marchant toujours la bride en. main.5 This again is identical with Philibert's reproach about hypocrisy and dissimulation. And De Refuge insists on this. In another place he says that the courtier must always have: l'esprit tendu pour examiner par le menu les actions d'autrui et les siennes, qu'il se tienne toujours sur ses gardes, et a soi, qu'il voie, entende et juge tout, mais qu'il parle peu, couvrant ses pensees, ses volontes et ses desseins avec neanmoins un visage ouvert et agreable a tous.6 Another attack of Philibert is against the chameleon-like adaptability and versatility of the courtier. Yet this is precisely recommended by Faret: Et veritablement, l'une des plus infaillibles marques d'une ame bien nee, c'est d'etre ainsi universelle et susceptible de plusieurs formes, pourvu que ce soit par raison et non par legerete ni par faiblesse. I1 y a du rustique et du stupide, d'etre tellement pris a ses complexions, qu'on ne puisse jamais relacher un seul point. Un esprit bien fait s'ajuste a tout ce qu'il rencontre.7 Finally, the utilitarian aspect of virtue on which Philibert insists again and again is found in the anonymous Courtisan franfois:8 La vertu est le flambeau des ames qui les conduit et leur donne entree partout. Celui qui s'en aidera pourra galamment se jeter en tous lieux.9 The Philosophe de Court thus shows definitely that the conception of the ' Honnete homme' was notnewinthe seventeenth century.10 More important still, it also shows 1 De Refuge, Traite de la Cour (Paris, 1616).



Op. cit. p. 51. 3 Paris: J. Petitpas, 1611. 4 P. 104, quoted by M. Magendie, op. cit. p. 5347. Op. cit. p. 55, quoted by M. Magendie, op. cit. p. 352. 6 Ibid. p. 101, quoted by M. Magendie, op. cit. p. 7352. Op. cit. p. 165, quoted by M. Magendie, op. cit. p. 364. 8 Paris: Veuve Guillemot, 1612. 9 P. 5, quoted by M. Magendie, op. cit. p. 350. 10 No doubt the ideal of 'Honnetete' undergoes certain changes in the course of the seventeenth 2



century. Yet the fundamental principles do not seem to alter very much. Cf. D. Mornet, Histoire de la Litterature Fran9aise Classique, p. 104: '...depuis 1660, les choses ont bien change. L'honnetete n'est rien moins que la quintessence de toutes les vertus... peu s'en faut que nous ne comprenions sous ce mot les plus belles qualites du cour et de l'esprit. Elle est inconnue des etrangers, des bourgeois. Elle exclut tout pedantisme. Elle impose, avec toutes les vertus, certaines manieres de les pratiquer, qui sont elles-memes des sortes de vertus: le parfait naturel, un air de vie, d'animation, la bonne grace, etc.' This does not appear very different from the fashion ridiculed by Philibert.
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that right from the start of this fashion vigorous protests were made against it.' It is especially important in this connexion to note that Philibert de Vienne's work is not an isolated effort, but is merely one of the first of a long chain of anti-courtier satires.2 Moreover, the main works of this literature, Tahureau's Dialogues, Jean de la Taille's Courtisanretire,as well as several passages of Estienne's Deux Dialogues du nouveau langagefranQois italianize and of D'Aubigne's Baron de Foeneste, all contain criticism of the new fashion. Now it has often been maintained that the fashion of 'honnetete' was universally accepted in the seventeenth century and that protests against it are not only non-existent, but could never have been made. We find this argument especially in connexion with Moliere's Le Misanthrope,where it is again and again repeated that Moliere could never have meant Alceste's protests against polite society life to be anything but a laughing matter, since it is an anachronism to think that anyone could have disapproved of 'honnetete' in the seventeenth century.3 Most of the critics who use this argument add the jibe that the conception of Moliere as critical of the society of his time is 'romantic' and absurd. The existence of a number of satirical works directed against this very fashion of 'honnetet6' shows most clearly that such attacks are no romantic invention. In fact the existence of the anti-Cortegianosatires utterly destroys the whole argument of anachronism.4, No doubt Italianism triumphs in the beginning of the seventeenth century. Like the whole of that religious, political and social emancipation of which we find signs in sixteenth-century literature but which was more or less destroyed by the CounterReformation and the royalist reaction during and after the wars of religion, anticourtier satire seems to die out at the end of the century. Yet in several respects Moliere appears to continue Renaissance satire. Altogether one frequently gets the impression that he fights as a 'refractaire'. Thus, when reading sixteenth-century works like Tahureau's Dialogues, one cannot help being struck by the resemblance to Moliere.5 But it is especially in the attack against the 'honnete homme' that it appears likely that Moliere did in fact continue the work of the sixteenth-century satirists. Molierefirst satirized an aspect of society life in the Precieusesridicules. Usually this comedy is consideredto be merely a slight attack against 'Preciosite'. Yet there seems to be far more than that in the play. In fact, I believe it to be an attack against the doctrine of'honnetete', for Mascarille looks very much like a caricature of the 'Honnete homme'. We have seen how Philibert de Vienne's list of the perfect 1 I am inclined to believe that the first satire on the Cortegianowas La Borderie's L'Amye de Court, published in 1542. This work, which most probably gave Philibert de Vienne the idea of the title of his satire, is, however, mainly a satire against the ideas on love contained in the Cortegiano. For my reasons for considering the Amye de Court as a satire on the Cortegiano, see my thesis, pp. 97-102. 2 I am at present working on a study of this literature. Cf. D. Mornet, Moliere (Paris: Boivin, 1943), p. 108: '...il est inconcevable, nous le savons, que vers 1666, aucun ecrivain n'ait pu songer a publier un livre, voire un chapitre contre la vie mondaine et les salons.'



4 In any case Donneau de Vise's Lettre sur le Misanthrope shows clearly that at least in the opinion of several people and most probably Moliere himself-since the Lettre appeared as a preface to the play in the first edition-the Misanthrope did constitute an attack against society life: ' I [the author] n'a point voulu faire une comedie pleine d'incidents, mais une piece, seulement, of il pfit parler contre les mceurs du siecle.' 5 Cf. E. Besch, 'Un moraliste satirique et rationaliste au XVIe siecle, Jacques Tahureau', Revue du XVIe siecle, vi (1919).
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courtier's accomplishments immediately calls Mascarille to mind.1 Dilettantism is one of his chief characteristics. He can talk about all the subjects at which Castiglione wants his courtier to be proficient. We know that it is this dilettantism which is the main criticism of Philibert de Vienne and the later satirists. Moreover, Mascarille, like a true 'Honnete homme', shows his perfect 'bonne grace' by protesting several times that he is no pedant and that everything comes to him naturally, without study, without effort. His repeated utterances to that effect: 'Tout ce que je fais a l'air cavalier; cela ne sent point le p6dant'--'Les gens de qualit6 savent tout sans avoir jamais rien appris'--'Tout ce que je fais me vient naturellement, c'est sans etude' are so many parodies of the maxim which Castiglione and his imitators never tire of repeating, that any show of study or effort must absolutely be avoided.2 It would be very difficult to maintain that all this is pure coincidence. If Moliereput these parodies of the ideals of 'honnetete' in the mouth of Mascarille, then surely he meant to satirize the very conception of the 'honnete homme' or at least certain important aspects of it.3



The anti-courtier literature throws even more light on Moliere'sgreatest comedy, Le Misanthrope,since its main issue is the value of true, uncompromising virtue and honesty in society life. Now this theme of the incompatibility of true virtue and court-life is a commonplace of all anti-courtier satires; it is even found in some of the courtier manuals.4 It would therefore be legitimate to suppose that Moliere took his idea of the subject of this play from the anti-courtier literature.5 In fact it is not at all impossible that Moliereknew the Philosophede Courtand that it was partly this work which gave him the idea of writing the Misanthrope.6 The whole subject-matter of the Misanthropeis the fact that a man who wishes to be integrally honest and upright and who refuses to bow to the more or less unethical exigencies of society life only succeeds in making himself a laughing stock and becomes thoroughly unhappy. Now this subject is contained several times in short remarks in the Philosophe de Court.There is, for instance, the passage in the portrait of the 'Curieux' 7 where Philibert says that there are some men who wish to find 'ceste vertu vraye et parfaite', adding that they are sad and melancholic, are liked by



no one and are nothing but a laughing stock (Triboulet) to the others. This is a perfect portrait of Alceste such as he might appear to Acaste or Clitandre. Philinte reproaches Alceste in Act I with trying to live according to the high ideals of times of old: Cette grande roideur des vertus des vieux ages Heurte trop notre siecle et les communs usages. 1 See above, p. 211. 2 See above, p. 208, n. 5. As for Faret, Pasquier and the other theorists of 'honnetete' in the seventeenth century, they all closely imitate Castiglione in this respect. 3 It is often said that it is the' Honnete homme' who is the hero in Moliere's plays; yet apart from the extremely dubious character of Philinte it is very difficult to see on which play and which characters this theory is based. Clitandre in the _Femmessavantes is mainly a foil for Trissotin who, with his impromptu poems and his flattery, is certainly an 'honnete homme' of the Mascarille type, and most definitely a 'Court Philosopher'. Thus Clitandre's professions of 'honnetete' lose much of their meaning. 4 See above, p. 213.



5 The Misanthrope is one of the few plays for which so far no source whatever is known, apart from the small passage of Lucretius which forms the tirade of Eliante in Act ii. 6 No proof of Molibre knowing the Philosophe de Court is possible, since no records exist of his library. He was, however, familiar with sixteenthcentury literature. He not only imitated Rabelais in the Mariage force (there is also a reference to the 'Tiers Livre' in the jEcoledes Femmes) but even took an idea from Noel du Fail, a relatively obscure and unimportant 'conteur'. Act II (sc. 1-5) of the ltourdi is imitated from an episode of the Contes et Discour d'Eutrapel by Noel du Fail. 7 See above, p. 200.
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In any case there is no doubt about his wishing to reach 'ceste vertu vraye et parfaite'; there is no doubt either that he is 'morne, triste et melancolique' because of this attempt to reach pure virtue. And Alceste himself says to Arsinoe (Act Iv, sc. 6) that he feels unhappy at Court and that he will not laugh and bow when required. Another feature of Alceste's character is his stubbornness, which is contrasted with Philinte's perfect politeness and even flattery (especially in Act I, sc. 2, the scene of the sonnet). The idea of this contrast, as that of the 'criticism' of stubbornness even in the defence of a just cause, is again contained in the Philosophe de Court: Le Modesteest celuy qui plait a un chacun, quandil ne prendrien a cceur,et se accomode a toutes choses. Au contraireceluy qui re9oit les premieresopinions et apprehensionsqui viennent en son esprit, et ne les veult point changer,est hay d'un chacun, et est celuy duquel on dit, Malum consilium quod mutari non potest, Le conseil de l'homme est mauvais, quand il est arreste: car encor que tel conseil fust raisonnable, si fault il le moderer et desguiser selon le plaisir des autres. Telles gens ne se doivent



trouver en compagnie,gens arrestez,fascheux et subjetz &leurs affections.1 Another passage of interest in this connexion is found in the chapter on 'bonne grace': OHsont maintenantces sotz, qui se glorifienten leurs imperfections,et bonnestestes (conmmeilz dient) qui pour homme vivant ne feront de tout qu'a leur teste? II faut les



envoyer avec Timon misantropeet les separerde nostre compagnie.2 This sentence, which again applies perfectly to Alceste, might well have suggested the title of his play to Moliere. Only instead of calling his misanthropist Timon, he gave him another Greek name.3 As for Philinte, the 'honnete homme' of the play, he corresponds exactly not only to the seventeenth-century ideal but also to Philibert de Vienne's Court Philosopher. He has 'bonne grace' in the highest degree. Even his theory about avoiding extremes: La parfaite raison fuit tout extremite Et veut que l'on soit sage avec sobriete, is contained in the Philosophe de Court: Et pource que vertu est la mediocrite entre deux vices, quand on congnoistra les deux extremitez, facilement on trouvera le mylieu, qui est vertu.4 One might still remark that the method of Philibert de Vienne may have had some influence on Moliere. As we have seen, the Philosophe de Court is a sly, backhanded satire against the courtier. Now Moliere at the time when he wrote the 1 Pp. 90-1.



vertu,ne nostrevertud'elle:et laquellehasi grand P. 105. This is by the way another remi- forcepourvenira cesteperfectiond'honneur,que niscence of Lucian, Timon sive Misanthropus rien plus: en sorte que vous voyez de noz gentilz 2



being one of Lucian's best-known dialogues. It is also interesting to note that this appears to be the first use in French of the word Misanthrope. (Dauzat, Diet. Etym., first used in 1552 by Rabelais, QuartLivre.) 3 Another passage of the Philosophe de Court which might give weight to the suggestion that Moliereknew this work is the following:'Donques ceste plaisante apparence, que lon voit sortir des actes honnestes des courtisans, est la bonne grace: laquelle ne peult estre separee de nostre



hommes avoir plus d'honneur avec les marchans et les contenter mieux de paroles que les autres incivils et rustiques en leur baillant argent.' (Pp. 94-5.) This sentence contains the subject of scene 3 (M. Dimanche), Act iv of Dom Juan. It must be noted that for this particular scene no other source is known. The previous plays by Tirso de Molina, Cigognini, Dorimond and De Villiers do not contain this scene. 4 P. 42.
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Misanthrope, that is to say shortly after the Ecole des Femmes quarrel and in the midst of the Tartuffe-Dom Juan affair, was profoundly discouraged, as we know from his Placets to the King, and must have been full of rage against the salons and the various coteries who had done their best to suppress him and his plays. In the Misanthrope, therefore, he attacked society, the salons and perfect gentlemen, in short all his enemies except the devotswhom he had dealt with previously, but he did so in an underhand way, in a manner which had been adopted before him by Philibert de Vienne. By apparently mocking at a decent man who is laughed at in the salons because of his honesty he attacked in fact the fashionable society of his time. We have already said that the oblivion that has enshrouded the Philosophe de Court seems unjust, since the work has an intrinsic value as a very good piece of satirical writing. It is furthermore a social document of some importance. Finally, it has a great interest because of its foreshadowing of Moliere, and in any case because it shows that the philosophy of 'honnetete', with its inherent dilettantism and hypocrisy, existed long before the seventeenth century and that it was not as universally admitted as might have been thought. C. A. MAYER SOUTHAMPTON
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tÃ©lÃ©phonÃ© Ã  l'employeur et a avisÃ© un superviseur qu'il s'Ã©tait cassÃ© la jambe. Le prochain jour de travail prÃ©vu du travailleur, le 23 juillet, le travailleur a ...
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situÃ© Ã  Lambeth, Ontario, et deux de ses administrateurs ont Ã©tÃ© condamnÃ©s Ã  payer des amendes s'Ã©levant Ã  66 000 $ pour ... Articles 106 et 136. Avocat de la.










 








entretien dun philosophe chretien et dun philosophe chinois 

If you want to possess a one-stop search and find the proper manuals on your products, you can visit this website that delivers many Entretien Dun Philosophe Chretien Et Dun Philosophe Chinois Entretien Dun Philosophe. Chretien Et Dun. You can get th










 








momus philosophe [v4-pdf69531] 

Qui est Momus ? Que reprsente-t-il dans Plate (1745), cet opra de Rameau que la rcente vogue du baroque nous a permis de redcouvrir ? De cette question est ...










 








oeuvres de s neque le philosophe pdf 

Hymn To Zeus In Aeschylus Agamemnon, On The Underground Air A Charbad Fo Thalamh, Onan. Diesel Engine Parts, Online Grammar Test With Answers, ...










 








oeuvres du philosophe de sans souci pdf 

Language Timeli, Ogotais Crown 13 Thorgal, Ohio Whats So Great About This State, On Call. Obstetrics And Gynecology, Online Engine Overhaul Guide, Optimization Of Microwave Assisted. Hydrodistillation In Oil Extraction Ginger Gc Ms Chemical Compo, an










 








oeuvres du philosophe de sans souci pdf 

Best of all, they are entirely free to find, use and download, so there is no cost or stress at all. oeuvres du philosophe de sans souci PDF may not make exciting ...
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protection doté d'un cordon d'assujettissement, mais le cordon n'était pas fixé à ... suramende est mise dans un compte particulier du gouvernement provincial ...
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24 dÃ©c. 2012 - dÃ©plaÃ§ait un autorail d'une voie Ã  l'autre, en utilisant un vÃ©hicule ferroviaire spÃ©cialisÃ©. Le travailleur est sorti du vÃ©hicule, s'en est Ã©loignÃ© pour ...
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été construits il y a plus de 150 ans. La Commission de la. Capitale nationale (CCN) en a fait l'acquisition afin de protéger le « mille historique », parcours ...
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24 mars 2015 - Alliance forêt boréale soutient que le gouvernement du Québec a un rôle important à jouer dans le dénouement de l'impasse. Saguenay, le 24 ...
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27 juin 2013 - travailleurs Ã©taient Ã  l'Å“uvre Ã  Markham, le 20 mars 2010. Alors qu'un travailleur dÃ©montait un ressort d'une porte de garage industrielle, ...
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23 janv. 2014 - ... 2011, trois travailleurs avaient été chargés de démanteler des auvents de protection et d'autre matériel à la centrale nucléaire de Darlington, ...
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with any other necessary report. (8) The inquiry ..... (10) A police officer who may under this section enter and search any premisesâ€”. (a) must ..... (xix) Employing bullets which expand or flatten easily in the human body, such as ...... evidence
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